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Presentation - key points
The following developments have occurred since the last HCNF meeting on 30 January;
• Vital missed evidence, not considered by SoNA, which was gathered by Heathrow
following the 2014 Departure Trials, has been identified and reviewed
• This has been discussed with senior DfT officials on 20 February and also presented
to the AEF Noise conference on 5 March
• The CAA confirmed at the AEF conference that since the T5 enquiry, surveys of
public noise attitudes towards aviation have avoided populations where airspace
changes were taking place
• Public Health England agreed at the AEF conference to look into the impact of
changes in airspace use as well as the latest WHO guidance
These factors have significant implications for assessing the impacts of a new runway at
Heathrow and introducing new concentrated flight paths using PBN
This presentation sets out actions that should be taken in the light of this
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The enormous differences between SoNA and WHO findings
(previous slide Nov HCNF 2018)

The difference between
UK SoNA and WHO is
more than a 500%
difference in flight
numbers (each 3dB is
equivalent to a doubling
of flights)

Change impacts noise sensitivity
(previous slide Jan HCNF 2019)

The key evidence not considered by the CAA within SoNA

Anderson’s report contains crucial evidence for identifying realistic noise level
thresholds, what metrics to use and the impact of the introduction of PBN over highly
populated areas
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Report available on Heathrow Website. Graphics on the following slides come from this report.

West side impact shown by complaints
(Blue areas less noise; Orange/Red area more noise)
Heathrow

Large amounts of people were complaining at
49dB LAeq single mode – this is equivalent a 47.5dB
average at 70%

Green spots are complaints
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Compared to the ‘54dB LAeq annoyance threshold’
this would be a 6-7dB impact due to a change.
People were complaining well below this level

SoNA survey respondents (red dots)
Focussed on areas that received less noise in 2014 (base year for survey which coincided with the trials)

Heathrow

Opportunity Missed
The SoNA survey
in the winter of 2014
did not interview
around Ascot or
surrounding areas

51dB Contour

Of respondents many more
in blue contour than red
contour
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East side impact shown by complaints
No change identified in LAeq levels but N>65dB LAmax reveals the true picture
(Blue areas less noise, Orange/Red areas more noise)

5.5 million visitors to
Richmond Park in 2018

People were complaining at 54dB LAeq single mode –
this is equivalent a 49dB LAeq average at 30%

Compared to the ‘54dB LAeq annoyance threshold’ this would
be a 5dB impact due to a change
Green spots are complaints
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SoNA survey respondents (red dots)
Many respondents received less noise in 2014 (base year for survey which
coincided with the trials)

Point to note Detling Route 28% of traffic
Yet nobody in 54-51dB interviewed?

Of respondents many more in
blue contour than red contour
Opportunity Missed
The SoNA survey
in the winter of 2014
did not interview
around Molesey or
surrounding areas
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How long does increased sensitivity last?
• Since the 2014 Heathrow trials communities have become more sensitive to noise and
have continued to complain in high numbers
• Protests continue at Frankfurt – 7.5yrs after operation
The AEF reported on January 7, 2017; ‘The 4th runway at Frankfurt was opened in October
2011. Due to re-alignment of flight paths, with thousands of people either newly overflown,
or with more flights than before, there was uproar.’
The 270th protest took place on Monday 14th January 2019 the protestors message is ‘Our
protest is getting louder’

Heathrow impacts 3x as many
people as Frankfurt (without
expansion);
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East side – evidence average LAeq metrics do not work
The assessment of ‘adverse effects’ is fundamentally flawed over the most impacted population by Heathrow

LAeq contours showed no increase in
population negatively impacted – health
impacts due to Noise used in Environmental
assessment and webTAG would show no
negative changes
Notes – Reduce single mode LAeq
by 5dB to get average at 30% days overflown
Change descriptions need correction –
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blanked out

Yet complaints rocketed!
The metric that AA found
that showed correlation
with complaints was
single mode N65 event
changes

LOAEL is incorrectly set – SoNA did not plan sampling
below 51dB LAeq
(previous slide from HCNF Jan 2019)

Should SoNA have considered Heathrow’s PBN trials in 2014?
• Previous slides indicate the SoNA survey area generally did not include areas that were
impacted by the 2014 PBN departure trials
• It is self-evident SoNA’s annoyance level thresholds, which are used by the DfT for
assessing the impact of airspace changes, were set far too high (as revealed by WHO)

• The CAA has suggested PBN changes at Gatwick would have been reflected in the overall
results – however this area only included 31 respondents (in line with UK noise impact) in
survey, therefore little impact in the context of 1847 total surveyed
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Questions – the DfT did not answer
When we met senior officials of the DfT on 20 February 2019 we posed these questions;

1. Given UK & international evidence, on balance does the DfT accept that airspace
change will increase the level of noise health impacts?
For us this seems obvious given the evidence and should have been part of any risk
assessment as it has significant financial implications.
Further we understand the Government ‘Green Book’ policy requires (and any business
would want) to understand the key risks in any decision so this should have been considered
in the ANPS.

2. If so what range of changes in noise annoyance and for how long do the DfT think these
might persist?
If one accepts change increases health impacts there is an open question on how long this
would continue – we have evidence that this will be for many years.
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Sensitivity to aviation noise and financial impacts
Context – Consider what either a 6dB LAeq increase due to change sensitivity which reduces with time will
do to population impacted around Heathrow (noting WHO is around 9dB different to SoNA)

+1dB means ~150,000 increase
+3dB means ~400-500,000 increase

The Airports NPS suggests +92,700 impacted will create 1047 DALYs at
around £60k each (approx. £60mpa negative impact)
An increase of 400,000 could create around £250mpa
of negative financial, an increase of 800,000 around £500mpa etc
With an increase in sensitivity of 6dB for 10 years followed by 3dB for 20yrs
this would create around £10bn cash or £7bn NPV of negative impact.

-£7bn!
Data Source: CAA/ERCD 1801 Heathrow Airport 2017 Summer Noise Contours
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Impact of realistic health costs on the economics of LHR
Expansion - NPV basis as in NPS £bn

Changes since presentation to Parliament

Positive
Negative
Presented to
Govt & MPs

Note these ‘Latest Economics’ still
assume fleet improvement, air
quality impacts, capacity increases
and Capex as presented in NPS all
of which have significant
sensitivity around assumptions.
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Present case to
expand
Heathrow
now negative
of order £8bn

The introduction of concentrated flight paths using PBN will make an
expanded Heathrow’s impacts so much worse
There are no successful precedents over densely populated areas such as Heathrow
anywhere in the world
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Heathrow recognised this in its 2016 European consultation response
Nothing has changed
https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/CRD%202015-01_0.pdf
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Where might PBN work?

If change made those
affected people will need
significant compensation or
the choice to have their
properties acquired

Opportunity to use PBN over rural setting to
manage noise impacts
- if villages and towns can be avoided
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Figure is indicative

Why PBN does not work over high population densities

51dB

51dB

51dB

e.g. if 45dB

Increased sensitivity
due to change
increases those
impacted
Can a similar noise distribution
be achieved with PBN?

Noise
Distributions

Increased Significant
Adverse Impacts who will want to live
under a PBN route?
Today
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Possible future – major change

THIS CANNOT BE
MITIGATED OVER LONDON

Similar to Today?

Figure is indicative

What conclusions can be drawn?
SoNA is an inadequate evidence base for UK airspace modernisation where a multitude of
fundamental airspace changes will occur. It did not address with an open mind whether
annoyance occurs below 51 dB Laeq or the evidence of Heathrow’s trial departures
The clear implication of Anderson’s report on the 2014 trials is that annoyance occurs well
below 51 dB and that in particular change is associated with circa 6dB LAeq increased
sensitivity
As strongly recommended in WHO guidance it is evident the UK’s LOAEL and ‘annoyance’
thresholds for aviation need to be lowered
Overall average LAeq should not be used to assess the impact of changes over high density
populations under departures. Single mode analysis and N>65 metrics are required to
understand the impacts
A full understanding of the particular impacts of extreme concentration involving the use
of PBN is essential before airspace changes over high density populations are permitted.
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What should happen next
The DfT must accept that airspace changes increase sensitivity. Static measures cannot be used
to assess dynamic change situations. The current version of webTAG should not be used in its
present form to assess airspace modernisation around Heathrow
Noise thresholds for ‘annoyance’ and LOAEL must be reset prior to the DCO Enquiry
The Government also needs to undertake a full Treasury ‘Green Book’ risk analysis of the ANPS
using updated noise evidence as a matter of urgency
Single mode and N>65 must be considered as the key metrics to assess the impact of proposed
airspace changes, particularly in relation to departures around Heathrow. The use of overall
average LAeq is not appropriate in these circumstances
Nobody has identified a way of satisfactorily introducing PBN over high density populations.
Before any airspace change decisions are made Heathrow needs to find and demonstrate with
successful trials, acceptable solutions to introducing PBN over dense populations
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